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Abstract. Auditability is an important property in nancial systems

and architectures. Here we dene the primitive of blind auditable membership proof" BAMP which combines public auditability with privacy
i.e. user anonymity. In particular, one can use it as an auditable alternative to a blind signature" component in unconditionally anonymous
payment systems and in other systems requiring anonymity. We show
that BAMP can be implemented quite e ciently namely, without resorting to general zero-knowledge proofs of NP statements, which, in
general, merely indicates plausibility.
We then build an anonymous o -line payment system based on the
implementation of BAMP. The system has the property that its security against counterfeiting relies on the integrity of a public auditable
database and not on the secrecy of privately held keys. The system
strongly defends against blackmailing and bank robbery attacks, in the
same way the system in 21 does. However, the current system is a signicant step towards practicality since, unlike the previous system, rst,
it does not use general protocols for zero knowledge proofs for NP , and
second, the cost of the payment protocol is independent of the number
of total coins withdrawn.

1

Introduction

David Chaum 9 introduced the primitive of blind signatures" in 1982 and
showed how to build an anonymous electronic cash system based on this primitive. This primitive then served as the basic tool in implementing o -line payment systems which o er unconditional payer anonymity.
Although blind signatures are very elegant, appealing and relatively e cient,
several drawbacks have been discovered over time due to new attack models. Van
Solms and Naccache 24 discovered in 1992 a rst serious attack on blind signature based payment systems. Their attack shows that a blackmailer can obtain
anonymous electronic coins via anonymous communication channels. The withdrawn coin can not be distinguished from legitimately withdrawn electronic coins
?
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- thereby allowing for a perfect crime". Various schemes that allow traceability revocation of anonymity have been designed to cope with this, and it was
shown by Frankel, Tsiounis and Yung that revocable anonymity implies that
anonymity cannot be unconditionally secure 14 . In 1996 Jakobsson and Yung
18 studied another potentially serious attack on anonymous payment systems,
the bank robbery attack, in which the secret key of the bank is compromised
and large sums of perfectly counterfeited electronic coins are injected into the
system this compromise can model the quite prevalent internal attack" .
Both attacks above directly exploit features of the blind signature primitive. In fact, an anonymous payment system in which the validity of coins is
determined by verifying signatures, is vulnerable to the blackmailing attack as
blackmailers can force the bank into an unconditionally blind withdrawal protocol if not eciently then using secure computation as was pointed out in 18 .
Furthermore, in a blind signature based payment system there is a highly sensitive secret key which is used by the bank to sign electronic coins and thus any
such system is also potentially vulnerable to the bank robbery attack.
In 21 Sander and Ta-Shma suggested a dierent approach to o-line payment system where the security of the system is based on public auditing. In
a nutshell the approach is based on the use of membership proofs" instead of
signature techniques: during payment the payer sends the coin to the merchant
together with a proof that the coin belongs to a public list of valid coins".
This list is managed by the bank and can also be publicly audited typical audit
is done by a number of public independent entities. Furthermore, they show
how such a proof can be given in a blinded" way, i.e., such that transcripts
of withdrawal and payment are statistically independent and the resulting payment system oers users unconditional anonymity. The system in the approach
of 21 is no longer susceptible to the bank robbery attack as its security against
counterfeiting relies on the integrity of a public database and not on the secrecy
of secret keys. This notion of audit is quite close to various real life Auditing
scenarios which are performed by independent entities on an available data. Furthermore, the system also defends to a high degree against blackmailing since
the bank can always invalidate illegitimately withdrawn coins.
1.1 Our results

In this paper we formalize the central concept behind the approach of 21 and
isolate it as a primitive which we call blind auditable membership proofs"
BAMP. The identication of the primitive is important since it can be employed as a general technique whenever anonymity i.e., individual privacy or
traceability-freeness and auditing need to be combined.
The system implementation of the payment approach suggested in 21 was
based on the use of Merkle hash trees: during withdrawal randomized hash values
of the serial numbers of the coins are inserted as leaves in the tree. The leaves of
the tree correspond to valid coins. During payment a serial number is revealed
and the payer proves that this serial number appears in a leaf of the tree of
valid coins". Blinding of this membership proof and thereby unconditional payer
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anonymity was achieved by using general protocols for zero knowledge proofs
arguments for . Here we improve on this implementation in two ways. First,
we get rid of the tree structure that causes the complexity of the payment step to
depend poly-logarithmically on the total number of withdrawn coins. Secondly
and perhaps more importantly we use ecient zero knowledge proof techniques
and have no longer to recur to zero knowledge proof techniques for . We
achieve this by implementing blind membership proofs" in an algebraic setting.
This is a crucial step, advancing the state of the art from plausibility argument"
towards eciency i.e. the possibility of an implementable construction. This
basic argument distinguishing plausibility results from ecient ones was put
forth in 15, 22 . On the other hand, we do not want the reader to assume that
we claim that our work is the last word on eciency and practicality of the
suggested notion and approach.
NP

NP

1.2 Overview of our construction

The rst basic ingredient of our solution is the one way accumulator construction
of Benaloh and deMare 3 that allows to prove membership in a list L eciently.
The basic idea is as follows. Let be an RSA modulus and 2 N be a random
element. Let L = f 1
m g. The accumulated hash value of L is dened to
be the value = a1 a2 am mod . Assume now that Victor has obtained
over an authenticated channel. To prove membership of an element in L, Alice
presents to Victor an 'th root of . Victor accepts if a = for brevity we
omit the modulo notation hereafter.
Baric and Ptzmann following Shamir 23  introduced in 1 the strong RSA
assumption. They showed that under this assumption this accumulator protocol
can be proved secure, if one restricts the elements of L to prime numbers smaller
than the modulus . Thus during verication Victor needs not only to check
that a = but also that is prime. Variants of the strong RSA assumption
have recently been used in several schemes 16, 6, 17, 11 .
In order to be able to authenticate arbitrary numbers and not only prime
numbers via this accumulator protocol we need a way to convert" arbitrary
numbers into prime numbers that are suitable for the accumulator. This conversion was studied by Halevi et al. 17 as a subroutine for a dierent construction,
and we adopt their solution. During system setup a hash function is randomly
chosen from a 2-universal family of hash functions. For any element , it is possible to eciently nd a large prime number , such that   = . Instead of
feeding directly into the accumulator, the prime is fed into the accumulator.
Alice authenticates by presenting 
 and Victor accepts if   = and
p = . Note that in our adaptation of this protocol Victor does not need to
test the primality of . We pfurther give an ecient algorithm which computes
the modular roots i , s.t. i i = for a large list L = f 1
m g.
The sketched accumulator protocol, so far, is certainly not blind, since a verier sees the element . To turn it into a blind protocol, we have Alice commit
herself to the values
via unconditionally hiding and computationally binding
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commitments a and w , respectively. Alice then proves that for these committed values the relation a = holds. The protocols of Camenisch and Michels 7
allow us to implement the modular exponentiations on secret, committed values
quite e ciently. This yields a basic e cient blind proof of membership in .
Alice can prove e ciently and independently of the number of elements in
that she knows an element in without revealing the element. We note that the
fact that Victor does not need to check that is prime is important and saves
us the need to implement an e cient blind proof that a committed number is
prime.
C

C

w

z

L

L

L

p

To make use of this construction for an anonymous payment scheme the value
should contain further information such as the serial number of the coin and
an appropriate encoding of the identity of the user to detect double spenders in
an o ine system. More precisely: we let be an element of a large multiplicative
subgroup q of prime order of a nite eld. Let 1
k be randomly chosen
generators for q and  1
be
a
representation
of w.r.t. this base,
k
i.e. = 1u1 kuk . During withdrawal, information like the serial number is
embedded in this representation and the appropriate information is revealed
during payment.
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This yields an e cient, anonymous payment system. It is secure against
the blackmailing attack in the sense described in 21. Similarly, the security of
this payment system against counterfeiting and the bank robbery attack relies
upon the ability of the bank to distribute accumulated hash values securely.
With respect to the bank robbery attack we pay a certain price for our e cient
algebraic construction. During the system set up the RSA modulus needs to
be constructed. In the currently known algorithms to construct , the parties
constructing the RSA modulus =
can also nd the prime factors
of
. Knowledge of this trapdoor" of the accumulator translates directly into the
ability of giving false membership proofs and thereby to forge" coins. Thus
the factors and should be chosen in an isolated process trusted dealer and
be destroyed after system setup as in 10. Alternatively and in some respects
more securely, a distributed generation of the RSA modulus is possible see 4,
13 .
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Unlike in blind signature based payment systems where the sensitive secret
signature key of the bank is needed in each withdrawal session, no secret information is needed during the operation of the payment system described in this
paper. Thus if the trapdoor information is reliably destroyed during system set
up by the centralized distributed holders of the factors security against bank
robbery is, in fact, achieved. We also note that an RSA type accumulator construction without trapdoor was given by Sander in 20. In principal we could use
this trapdoor free accumulator construction and achieve by this a strong defense
against the bank robbery attack, however this construction is less e cient due
to modulus expansion .
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list. G : L  A ! W is the function B uses to take a list L 2 L and an element
a 2 A and return the witness" w that a 2 L. V : A  W  Z ! fTrue Falseg
is the predicate used to verify that a 2 A indeed belongs to the list that was
hashed to z 2 Z .
Now, we would like Alice to prove she holds some a 2 L without actually
revealing what a is. This is, often, not too useful, because the list is public and
anyone can know an element a from the list. Thus, we want in addition that Alice
proves ownership" of the element a, or more generally, that some predicate Q
holds for the input a. This predicate can be, e.g., that Alice knows a preimage
of a under a certain hash function, or that a is a large or small number, or, in
general, any property of a that can be evaluated by a small arithmetic circuit.

Denition 2. Blind, auditable membership proof A blind, auditable
membership proof is a protocol between k players P1 : : : P , one central player
B and a verier C , where k is at most polynomial in the protocol's security
parameter.
Setup: The protocol begins with each P having a private input s 2 S and a
public value a 2 A the sizes of elements are polynomial in the security parameter.
Building the list: Player P communicates a to B . After all players communicated their values, B computes z = F a1 : : : a  2 Z and w1 : : : w 2 W
where w = Ga  fa1 : : : a g. B makes z public, and sends w to player i. The
list may or may not be public.
Proof: P sends C a value t . P and C then execute a possibly interactive
protocol and C either accepts or rejects.
It should hold that:
Completeness: If a player P knows a s and t s.t a 2 L, Qs t a = True, then
after execution of the protocol C accepts.
Soundness: For any coalition of polynomial time players, for all values a1  : : : a
they choose to submit to the list the following holds: there is a knowledge extractor, s.t. if C accepts, the knowledge extractor can nd in expected polynomial
time values a s s.t. a 2 L and Qs t a = True given the data the coalition
knows. The acceptance probability and extraction probability may di er by a
negligible soundness error probability.
Blindness: Let T be the history of protocol execution transcripts. Suppose a
honest P executes a proof" protocol with C for proving knowledge of a 2 L,s
and t. Let us denote by DT
the distribution of the transcript of the protocol.
We say the protocol is statistically  blind, if for any t there is one xed
distribution D s.t. for any history, any honest player P , any a 2 L and s,
jDT
, D j  . Namely, the transcript distribution does not depend on the
history, the data or the player.
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We note that a dynamic version of the above de nition is possible where z
is constructed incrementally in discrete time units.
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3 Tools

3.1 Universal-2 hash functions
Denition 3. 8 A family H = fh : A ! Bg is 2-universal if for every a1 a2 2
A a1 =
6 a2  b1 b2 2 B
Pr ha1  = b1 ^ ha2  = b2  =  jB1 j 2

h2H

Example 3. We take a set H = fh : f0 1gk ! f0 1gmg . Each function h 2 H

is indexed by a m  k matrix A and a vector b 2 f0 1gm. For h = hAb we dene
hx = Ax + b. It is well known that H is a universal-2 family.
H has the additional property that given h = hAb 2 H and z 2 f0 1gm it
is easy to sample a random element from h,1z, which is just the problem of
picking a random solution to the linear system Ax + b = z.
If A = fa1 : : : ak g and we dene a random variable Xi = hai  that is obtained by picking h uniformly from H and computing hai , then X1  : : : Xk are
pair-wise independent, i.e., for every 1  i  j  k, Xi and Xj are independent.

3.2 The strong RSA assumption
Baric and Ptzmann 1 dene the following problem asserting that RSA is
simultaneously hard to invert on any potential exponent:

Strong RSA Problem: Given x 2 ZN nd an e,2  e  N and an element s
s.t. se = x.

Strong RSA Assumption: B is a probabilistic algorithm that on input 1k
outputs a RSA modulus N of size k uniformly at random. For every probabilistic polynomial time algorithm A, every polynomial P, for all suciently
large k:

P r ae = x mod N ^ 2  e  N :

1 :
N = B1k  x 2R ZN  a e  AN x  Pk

3.3 The group representation problem
Let Gq be a group of prime order q for which DLOG is hard, and let g1 : : : gs be
known, randomly chosen elements from Gq . We say a 2 G has a representation
a1 : : : as with respect to the basis g1 : : : gs if a = g1a1  : : :  gsas . In 5
an ecient protocol is described to prove knowledge of a representation of an
element a w.r.t. a known basis g1  : : : gs. The protocol does not reveal any
further information.
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3.4 Proving modular relations in zero knowledge

In this paragraph we briey describe ecient building blocks for our later constructions. We need protocols for arithmetic over secret committed values modulo various moduli 1 2
s , and we use here special statistical zero knowledge arguments of knowledge from Camenisch and Michels 7. These tools can
be used to eliminate general ZK-proof techniques for NP when dealing with
algebraic structures. See 7 for a more detailed description of these tools.
2l .
The setting. Let be a positive integer. Let be an integer s.t. 0
We will assume further that the values
for which we want to prove modular
relations modulo ful ll the condition ,2l
2l . This range condition
can be enforced by the protocol. Let be a prime s.t.
22l+5 . Let be a
group of order s.t. computing discrete log in is hard G can be chosen to
be a subgroup of the multiplicative group of a large nite eld P . Let
be
two generators of such that logg is not known.
Commitments. We commit to a value 2 Q by a := a r , where 2R Q .
This commitment scheme is unconditionally hiding and computationally binding
assuming DLOG is hard .
The building blocks. Quite ecient statistical zero knowledge arguments of
knowledge for many modular relations e.g., addition, multiplication, exponentiation on the commitments are described in 7. The techniques also allow one to
prove the correctness of the disjunction of statements about discrete logs without
revealing which of the statements is true. This allows to prove that a committed
value encodes a single boolean bit, by proving the statement  v is a commitment of 0 _ v is a commitment of 1 ". Thus, one can commit to a value
in several dierent ways and prove that they encode the same value. E.g., one
can commit to = 1
k bit by bit, later on commit to it as an integer, and
then prove that the value i i 2i when computed from the committed values in
a equals the value committed to by a . The relations that we need are:
1. Linear relations : +  mod , or more generally, i i = , where the
i may be committed.
i are public and the values
2. Multiplication :   mod where the values
may be committed.
3. Exponentiation : b  mod where the values
may be committed.
4. Equality : = mod where
may be committed.
5. Non-Equality : 6= 0 mod where
may be committed.
6. Equivalence of commitments : A commitment to a binary string carries the
same value as another commitment to a non-binary value.
7. Opening a commitment : a is the commitment of a public value .
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3.5 Transferable ZK-proofs

a N

a

Finally, following an idea of Fiat and Shamir 12, that was formalized using
the random oracle assumption in 19, 2, we convert interactive, zero-knowledge
proofs to non-interactive, transferable zero-knowledge proofs, by replacing the
challenges with an output of the random oracle on the initial commitments.
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p

 pp is a prime, N  p  N , hp  = a , and w = z mod N .
 N  p  N , hp = a and w = z mod N . We stress that here we do not
i

i

i

pi

i

i

p

require that p is a prime.
The values p must be prime and fulll the range condition because by auditing
the list manager this can be enforced.
Denote d = gcdp p1 : : :p . Thus, gcd  1 k  = 1. Dene e = . There
are integers u v 2 Z such that ue + v  1 l  = 1 holds over the integers, and
moreover Eve can nd them in polynomial time using the extended GCD algorithm.
Now set s = w x . Then
s = w px p = w vpd x = z vd x
=x d k + = x
Thus Eve can nd, in polynomial time, a value s which is an e th root of
x. By the strong RSA assumption it mustpbe that e = 1. Hence, p = d, i.e.,
p1    p jp. However, p  N and each p  N , thus it must be that p = p for
some i 2 f1 : : : lg. In particular, a = hp = hp  = a , i.e., a is already in
the list. This completes the proof that Eve can nd membership proofs only for
elements already in the list.
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4.1 An algorithm for computing wj

We conclude with an e cient algorithm for computing the witnesses w for
j = 1 : : : l. The algorithm works even when N  and the factorization of
N  is not known. The trivial algorithm requires Ol2 modular exponentiations,
and we show how to employ divide and conquer to do this with only Ol logl
modular exponentiations.
 Input: fp1 : : : p g, N , x 2 Q
Z .
 Output: w1  : : : w , w = x i j i .
Algorithm 2 W.l.o.g. we assume l is a power of two. Given fp1 : : : p g we
j

l

N

l

6=

j

p

l

compute

 A=x
 B = x l=

and
.
We then recursively solve the following two problems:
 The input is the set fp1 : : : p 2g N and B . This gives us all w for j 2
f1 : : : l=2g.
 The input is the set fp 2+1  : : : p g N and A. This gives us all w for j 2
fl=2 + 1 : : : lg.
Altogether we get all w for j 2 f1 : : : lg. If we denote the complexity number of modular exponentiations of the algorithm for l elements by T l then
T l = 2T l=2 + Ol, T 1 = 1. Thus, T l = Ol logl.
p1 :::pl=2
p

2+1 :::pl

j

l=

l=

j

l

j
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6.1 The protocol

Bank's setup:






Choosing a group Gq  The bank chooses large primes p q, s.t. p = cq + 1
for some integer c e.g., c = 2. Gq is the subgroup of order q of Zp . The
bank picks random elements g1 g2 g3 g4 g5 2R Gq .
Choosing an accumulator The bank chooses an RSA modulus N = p1p2 ,
where p1 p2 are two big primes, where N  p3. The bank also chooses a
random x 2 ZN .
Choosing a universal-2 hash function Gq  Zp and therefore there is a
natural embedding of elements of Gq and Zp  as a binary string in f0 1gm
so we pick m to be the smallest integer s.t. 2m  p. The bank chooses a
universal-two family of hash-functions H = fh : f0 1gk ! f0 1gmg, with
k the largest integer s.t. 2k  N, and picks h 2 H at random. Notice that
k  3m.
Choosing a hash function The bank also uniformly selects a hash function
H from a collection of collision intractable hash functions.

The bank makes p q g1 g2 g3 g4 g5 N m k h H public. The bank should
destroy p1 and p2 . Note that the above system parameters can also be chosen
by a trusted and distributed organization.
Account opening: Alice chooses SA 2R Zq and computes PA = g1SA 2 Gq . Alice
also chooses DA 2R Zq . Alice identies herself along with the numbers DA and
PA, and proves to the bank that she knows a representation for PA in the g1
basis. The bank records Alice's identity together with DA  PA.
Withdrawal: Alice identies herself to the bank. Then she picks u1  u2 serial 2R
Zq and computes T = g3u1 g4u2 g5serial . Alice sends T to the Bank along with a
proof of knowledge of a representation of T according to the basis g3  g4 g5
5. Both sides set a = PA  g2DA  T . In particular Alice knows a representation
SA  DA  u1 u2 serial of a according to the basis
p g1  : : : g5 . Then the bank
nds a large prime p0 2 h,1 a, p0 2 f0 1gm, 2 N  p0  N. By Lemma 1 the
bank can eciently nd such a value p0 after not too many samples. The bank
records that user PA  DA  obtained a coin a, and deducts the corresponding
amount from her account.
When the time frame ends say, every minute the bank takes
Q pi all the values
0
fai pig received at that time
and computes z = x i modN. The
Q frame
p
i
i
=
j
modN, for all j using Algorithm 2. Then
bank also computes wj = x
the bank sends p0j  wj  z to player j. The player checks that
0

0

6

 hp0j  = aj as binary vectors, where aj
p
 p0j is a prime with 2 N  p0j  N.
 wj pj = zmodN.
0

is the value he submitted to the bank.
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The bank will also send updates to the user and we describe this next.
Updates: Every minute a new 'minute' list is formed. When two minute lists
exist they are combined into an 'hour' list. When two hour lists exist they are
combined into a 'day' list, and so forth. Each time two lists are combined the
bank computes the hash z of the combined list, and new witnesses wi, using
Algorithm 2, and sends an 'update' message with wi z to each user Pi who
has a coin in the combined list. We analyze the complexity of this soon. Thus,
each user gets a minutehourdaymonth etc. update for his coin, when the time
comes.
We say an accumulation or a hash z is alive if it is a hash of the current
minutehourday etc. list. There are at most, say, 60 live accumulations. Each
merchant can choose how often to be updated about the set of live accumulations.
A merchant who chooses to be updated only once a day, can accept coins only
from users who withdrew their coin at least a day ago. For more details see 21 .
Unlike the system in 21 we do not use broadcast in our update system.
Now we analyze the complexity of computing the updates. Each time the
bank combines two lists into a list of size l, the bank performs Ol logl modular exponentiations. We now group together all the operations needed to compute witnesses on the minute level, and we see that the minute level requires
at most Oc logc modular exponentiations, where c is the number of coins.
Similarly, any level hour, minute, day etc. requires at most Oc logc modular exponentiations. We see that altogether the system requires Oc log2 c
modular exponentiations. That is, the bank has to execute Olog2c modular
exponentiations per withdrawn coin.
Payment: Alice rst commits to:





the value p both as a binary vector and as an element of ZN .
the value w as an element of ZN .
the value a both as a binary vector and as an element of Zp .
the values SA  DA  u1 u2 as elements Zq .
0

Alice then computes the challenge c as c = HMerchantid  time commitments,
and sends c serial v 2 Zq to the Merchant. Alice uses non-interactive zeroknowledge arguments to prove:
1. Both representations of p correspond to the same value and both representations of a correspond to the same value, using the Equivalence of Commitments
sub-protocol.
p
2. 2 N  p  N, using the Non-equality sub-protocol.
3. wp = zmodN using the Exponentiation sub-protocol.
4. hp  = a as a binary string, using the Linear Relations sub-protocol.
5. a = g1SA g2DA g3u1 g4u2 g5serial modp using the Exponentiation, Multiplication
and Equality sub-protocols. This also proves that a in fact belongs to Gq .
6. v = DA + cu1 modq.
0

0

0

0
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Deposit: The merchant sends the transcript of the payment protocol execution
to the bank and the bank checks its correctness. The bank checks that serial
has not been spent before and then credits the merchant's account. If the same
payment transcript is deposited twice the bank knows that the merchant tries
to deposit the same coin twice. Otherwise if there are two dierent transcripts
for the same money, they both come with the same value serial and reveal two
dierent linear equations r = DA + cu and r = DA + c u in the eld Zq . The
bank solves the system of two linear equations to nd out DA which identies
the double spender.
0

0

6.2 Security of the oline payment system
The described payment system can be audited in the same way as the system described in 21 , if the factors of the RSA modulus N are unknown e.g. destroyed
during system set up. It further allows to invalidate coins that were withdrawn
in a standard or non-standard withdrawal session, which is an eective defense
for most blackmailing scenarios. Since this discussion is completely analogous to
the one in 21 we refer the reader directly to 21 for details and proofs.

Theorem 4. Under the strong RSA assumption, the DLOG assumption, and

under the random oracle assumption, the system is unforgeable and allows to
detect doublespenders. Singlespenders have unconditional anonymity. If a user
double spends then his identity is revealed, but no knowledge is gained about his
secret key SA . If, in addition, Alice is required to sign each interaction during
withdrawal, then no polynomial time bank can falsely accuse her of double spending she has not done. If in addition p1 and p2 are not available e.g., destroyed
after N = p1p2 has been generated, then the system is auditable.
Proof.

Unforgeability: By Theorem 1 we know that if A can prove properties 1-4 for
a then a is in the list. Therefore, any spent coin was withdrawn from the bank
before.
Anonymity: If a user spends each coin once, then the information that the bank
gets to learn includes: T at withdrawal time, serial v and c at spending time
and proofs arguments of knowledge. The proofs of knowledge do not reveal any
information in an information theoretical sense.
We next observe that at withdrawal time the bank who sees T has no clue as
to the actual representation T = g3u1 g4u2 g5serial the user has for it. At payment
time, the user reveals serial c and v = DA + cu1 . Thus, T that contains u2 is
independent of the information given at payment time.
We are now left to check whether what is sent at payment time reveals any
information. Properties 1-5 the user proves are true for any honest transaction.
We are left with the value v = DA + cu1 . However, since u1 is uniform over Zq ,
so does v, hence v does not reveal information.
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The secret key is protected: The secret key A is protected even when a user
double spends. To see this notice that the only place a user Alice uses her knowledge of A is in the payment protocol where she gives a proof of knowledge of a
representation. However, this unconditionally secure proof argument of knowledge, provably does not reveal any information about the actual representation
Alice knows. All the rest can be simulated with the knowledge of A A alone,
and the bank can simulate it itself. Thus the bank does not get any information
that it could not have obtained from A itself.
Double spending: First, because of the unforgeability property, when a user Alice
double spends she uses a coin that has been withdrawn before, let us say w.l.o.g.
again by Alice. As all players including the bank are polynomial time players
they can not nd two dierent representations for any number in q unless
with negligible probability and in particular Alice knows at payment time at
most one representation  1 2 3 4 5 of with respect to the generators
 1 2 3 4 5. Thus, when Alice double spends she must use the same
representation or this could be used to extract discrete logs. In particular, she
must use
twice, and the bank can identify that these two transactions
belong to the same coin.
If Alice convinces the merchant at payment time, then by the soundness
property of the proof of knowledge protocol Alice has to reveal except with
negligible probability the value 2 + 3 . Now, if Alice double spends, the same
coin appears in two payment transcripts with two dierent linear equations, and
Alice must use the same 2 and 3 in both cases, because she can not nd two
dierent representations for . Hence she reveals 2 = A .
Framing freeness: If the bank claims Alice double spent , it has to present the
protocol where Alice withdrew . Therefore, if the bank claims Alice double spent
, then indeed Alice withdrew and Alice knows a representation  A 2
5
of . As we assume the bank is also polynomial time the bank can not know any
other representation for .
We already proved that A is protected even when Alice double spends. That
means that the bank gains no information at all about A . Thus, if the bank
has to answer a random challenge like the one it gets under the random oracle
assumption then with overwhelming probability the bank can not prove that
it knows a representation of in the basis  1
k . Therefore, a polynomial
time bank can not frame Alice for double spending she has not done.
Auditability: We assume that 1 and 2 are not known destroyed after computing = 1 2 . An auditor who has access to the public data, i.e. to the
accumulated hash value, can easily verify that the bank actions are valid, i.e.,
given an element the bank indeed nds a large prime in the set ,1 , and
the list is hashed to the right value, etc.
We note that if, however, 1 and 2 are not destroyed, then membership
proofs can be given for elements not in the list by those parties knowing the
factors, and the system is not auditable.
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A Proof of Lemma 1.

Let H = fh : f0 1gk ! f0 1gmg be a 2-universal hash family. For A  f0 1gk,
z 2 f0 1gm, we say h is A z -balanced if 0:5  j2Amj  jh,1 z  Aj  1:5  j2Amj .
Lemma 2. Prh2H h is not A z balanced  O j2Amj .
Proof. Suppose A = fa1  : : : al g. We pick h uniformly at random from H and
let Ai denote the event that h ai = z .
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Claim. A1  : : : Al are pairwise independent.
Proof. For every 1  i  j  l,
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PrAi  Aj  = hPr
hai  = z  haj  = z  = 2,2m
2H
= hPr
hai  = z   hPr
haj  = z 
2H
2H
= PrAi   PrAj :
Where the rst equality is by denition, and the second and the third because
H is 2-universal. This proves the claim.
Let Xi be one if Ai happens, zero otherwise. Let X = il=1 Xi , and  = EX .
Then, X = jh,1z   Aj and EXi  = Prh2H hai  = z  = 2,m , so  = l2,m .
By Chebychev:
X 
Pr jX , j  2   4V ar
h2H
2
Now, X1  : : : Xl are pairwise independent, hence V arX  = V arXi  =
 EXi2  , EXi 2  l2,m . Hence, except for 4V ar2X  = O 2ml  fraction of
hash functions h, we have:
0:5  j2Amj  jh,1z   Aj  1:5  j2Amj
as required.
Let A  f0 1gk be a subset of f0 1gk. For h 2 H and z 2 f0 1gm, we say
the pair h z  is bad" for A if Prx2h,1 z x 2 A  2A where A = j2Akj .
Lemma
3. For any A  f0 1gk, z 2 f0 1gm, Prh2H h,z is bad for A 
m
2
O jAj .
Proof. Fix z 2 f0 1gk. When we plug the set f0 1gk into Lemma 2 we see that
except for an O2m,k  fraction of the h's,
0:5  2k,m  jh,1z j  1:5  2k,m
1
k
Now, let A be an arbitrary subset of f0 1g . By Lemma 2 again, we see that
except for an O 2jAmj  fraction of the h's,
0:5  jAj2,m  jh,1z   Aj  1:5  jAj2,m
2
For any h 2 H for which both Equation 1 and Equation 2 hold, we get:

jh,1z   Aj  0:5  jAj2,m
Pr

x
2
A

=
,
1
x2h z
jh,1z j
1:5  2k,m
   j2Akj  =  A
and similarly Prx2h,1 z x 2 A  OA.
Now, using the union bound we get Lemma 1.

